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High-Frequency Ground Motion
Simulations
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Source: https://strike.scec.org/scecpedia/High-F_Project

Source: https://scec.usc.edu/scecpedia/HighF_La_Habra_Veri cation

Study area of the Southern California
Earthquake Center's High Frequency project
simulating the 2014 M5.1 La Habra, California
earthquake. Shown are the "small domain"
through the inner box and partially the "large
domain" through the outer box. Additionally
the locations of the epicenter and three
stations are given.
You are able interact with this map at:
http://umap.openstreetmap.fr/en/map/high-f_560152
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High-F Project
Ground Motion Simulation

Visualization of the seismic
wave eld for a simulation of the
2014 Mw 5.1 La Habra
Earthquake. Shown are the
amplitudes of the horizontal
particle velocities after seven
seconds of simulated time.
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First fully-featured earthquake simulation which ran
on Ampere’s new Altra processor in the Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure. Our results show that we are
not only able to fully utilize the Armv8.2 cores’
vector pipelines but also all of the 160 cores o ered
by a single dual-socket cloud instance. A brief
overview of this work is featured by Oracle Live as
part of the “Advancing the Future of Cloud with
Arm-Based Computing” event.
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Comparing Synthetics
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Right gure: Comparison of EDGE's South-North velocity component (red) to
another solver of the High Frequency project (black). Shown are synthetic
seismograms for the three stations depicted in the gure below. The
seismograms were low-pass ltered at 5Hz. EDGE's respective ground motion
simulation harnessed 1,536 nodes of the Frontera machine for a total of 48
hours to advance the used 2.1 billion tetrahedral element mesh in time.
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Right gure: Comparison of EDGE's South-North velocity component (red) to
another solver of the High Frequency project (black). Shown are synthetic
seismograms for the three stations depicted in the gure below. The
seismograms were low-pass ltered at 5Hz. EDGE's respective ground motion
simulation harnessed 1,536 nodes of the Frontera machine for a total of 48
hours to advance the used 2.1 billion tetrahedral element mesh in time.
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Right gure: Comparison of EDGE's South-North velocity component (red) to
another solver of the High Frequency project (black). Shown are synthetic
seismograms for the three stations depicted in the gure below. The
seismograms were low-pass ltered at 5Hz. EDGE's respective ground motion
simulation harnessed 1,536 nodes of the Frontera machine for a total of 48
hours to advance the used 2.1 billion tetrahedral element mesh in time.
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Exemplary illustration of
an MPI-partition for an
unstructured tetrahedral
mesh.

Visualization of the absolute
particle velocities for a simulation
of the 2009 L'Aquila earthquake.

Solver
Extreme-scale Discontinuous Galerkin Environment (EDGE)

• Focus: static meshes with high geometric complexity
• Novel scalable local time stepping scheme with a full integration in
EDGE's preprocessing tools

• Unique support for fused simulations exploiting inter-simulation
parallelism

• Rapid prototyping through support for: line elements, quads, triangles,
hexes, tets

• Parallelization: assembly kernels for highest performance on many
recent CPU architectures (AVX, AVX2, AVX512, ASIMD, SVE);
advanced OpenMP+MPI for hidden communication
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• Extremely scalable with sustained petascale performance: 10.4 DPPFLOPS on Cori II, 1.1 SP-PFLOPS in AWS

• Supporting tools for surface meshing, constrained velocity-aware
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volume meshing and partitioning

• Core solver and all tools are open source software (BSD-3), standard
modeling and simulation pipeline relies exclusively 0 on open source
software
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Illustration of all involves
sparsity patterns for a
fourth order ADER-DG
discretization in EDGE.
The numbers on top give
the non-zero entries in
the sparse matrices.

Feeding the Beast:
From Field Data to Synthetics

Input Data
How do we get the data into our simulations?

• We have to combine:
• Velocity model (pre-processed)
• Kinematic source(s)
• Topography
• But: Our solver expects a consistent
view

• Constraint: We don’t like wasting
resources
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Fueling Our Solver
Velocity-Aware Meshing

Visualization of a velocity-aware tetrahedral
mesh for the small La Habra simulation region.
The example shows a highly increased mesh
resolution in the near- surface parts of the Los
Angeles basin. Some partitions in the NorthWest part of the computational domain are
excluded. The epicenter is located in the center
of the computational domain. The user also
de ned a cylindrical high- resolution region
around the epicenter in addition to the velocityderived target edge- lengths.

Generate surface mesh
from digital elevation
model
Generate volume mesh

Write background
mesh

Repeat until number
of elements stays
"constant".
Typically about five
iterations.

Query velocity model
for data at mesh-nodes

Evaluate user rules for elements'
target edge lengths based on
position and maximum velocity
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Fueling Our Solver
Massaging the Mesh

Visualization of a velocity-aware tetrahedral
mesh for the small La Habra simulation region.
The example shows a highly increased mesh
resolution in the near- surface parts of the Los
Angeles basin. Some partitions in the NorthWest part of the computational domain are
excluded. The epicenter is located in the center
of the computational domain. The user also
de ned a cylindrical high- resolution region
around the epicenter in addition to the velocityderived target edge- lengths.

• Generate problem-aware tetrahedral mesh
• Derive local time stepping groups
• Derive weights for elements and faces

representing computation and communication

• Partition the mesh using the weights
• Reorder the mesh based on the partitioning
• Write partitioned mesh to disk
• Assemble second le per partition which

contains data required by the core solver, e.g.,
local communication structure or per-element
seismic velocities
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Working with Data
Some Thoughts

Visualization of a velocity-aware tetrahedral
mesh for the small La Habra simulation region.
The example shows a highly increased mesh
resolution in the near- surface parts of the Los
Angeles basin. Some partitions in the NorthWest part of the computational domain are
excluded. The epicenter is located in the center
of the computational domain. The user also
de ned a cylindrical high- resolution region
around the epicenter in addition to the velocityderived target edge- lengths.

• E cient and automated preprocessing is key!

• Core solver running at scale

should be kept as simple as
possible

• End-to-end use of open source

software for the entire production
work ow makes software
accessible
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Summary
Wrapping Up
• EDGE relies on unstructured meshes for
high exibility

• The solver stands and falls with its
preprocessing capabilities

• We presented our automation of this

process using the tools EDGEcut and
EDGE-V

• Everything EDGE is available from: https://
dial3343.org

• The slides of this presentation are available
from: http://short.dial3343.org/gs21sli
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